Welcome to the International PRT Conference  
1st -2nd of October 2007 in Uppsala, Sweden

Politicians and authorities at all levels * Urban Planners * Real Estate Developers * Current & future producers of Podcar hard- and software * Investors * Researchers * NGOs * Media * All other interested parties

EXPLORE THE WORLD OF PODCARS

* MEET INTERNATIONAL EXPERTS FROM EUROPE, USA AND ASIA
* ATTEND SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS AND EXHIBITIONS
* DISCUSS THE LATEST NEWS AND TRENDS
* SEE THE FIRST RUNNING PODCARS IN SCANDINAVIA

THE PODCAR CITY is an initiative to summon major parties, impacted by today’s transportation issues at all levels. The aim is to have an open and creative debate on what Podcar (PRT=Personal Rapid Transport) is, what vendors claim to be possible, what the communities are looking for and what critics and supporters argue about. The main theme is how Podcars can contribute to sustainable cities and regions.

For more information and registration:  
www.podcar.org/uppsalaconference

For any questions – please mail: uppsalaconference@podcar.org

An arrangement by Institute for Sustainable Transportation (IST) in co-operation with: